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Superfire T30 camping lamp
Looking for the perfect camping lamp for yourself? The Superfire T30 will be the perfect choice! The device can illuminate an area of up
to 36m2 and allows you to choose from 4 light modes. It  also allows you to freely adjust the brightness.  Its working time is up to 6.5
hours on a single charge, it can also act as a powerbank. The lamp is extremely handy and durable - it will prove useful in almost any
situation.
 
Durable battery and powerbank function
The T30 lamp has been equipped with 2 durable batteries with total capacity of 4400mAh. Thanks to that, a fully charged lamp can work
for  up  to  6.5  hours.  Built-in  micro  USB port  allows  you  to  charge  it  not  only  with  a  charger,  but  also,  for  example,  a  powerbank  or  a
laptop. A special indicator will inform you about the charging status. Using the lamp you can also charge another device - for example a
phone.
 
Optimal lighting
For optimum illumination when camping or on the move. The T30 generates an even, eye-safe light that doesn't glare or flicker. It has a
360° angle and can illuminate an area of up to 36m2 (depending on the mode selected). It is therefore ideal for reading a book, playing
cards or watching a movie.
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4 light modes
Adjust the lamp to your needs. The T30 is equipped with 46 high-quality LEDs and offers 4 light modes to choose from. These include
White Light (white light with 6200K color temperature), Yellow Light (yellow light with 2800K color temperature), Warm Light (white and
yellow light with 4900K color temperature) and Strobe. You can also freely adjust the brightness of the lighting.
 
Clever design
The T30 lamp has been made of high-quality PC, TPR and ABS materials, which makes it extremely durable and resistant to damage, as
well as pleasant to the touch. You can also use it in several ways. The special handle allows you to carry it comfortably or hang it, for
example, on a branch, and the hook allows you to attach it in a tent. You can also simply place it firmly on a flat surface.
 
In the box
T30 camping lamp
Charging cable
Brand
Superfire
Model
T30
Color
Black + white
Power
8.4W (max.) + 4W (max.)
Light source
LED
Light color
White and yellow
Color temperature
White light: 6200K;Yellow light: 2800K;White + yellow light: 4900K;
Illuminated surface
White + yellow: about 36m2;White light: about 26m2;Yellow light: about 17m2;
Brightness
White + yellow light: 600lm;White light: 530lm;Yellow light: 220lm;
Light Modes
White Light / Yellow Light / Warm Light (White Light + Yellow Light) / Strobe
Voltage
3.7V
Battery Capacity
4400mAh / 2x 18650
Charging port
Micro USB
Operating time
White + yellow light: about 6.5h
Charging time
About 7h
Drop resistance
Up to 1m
Waterproof
IP44
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Weight
540g
Dimensions
87x87x195mm
Material
PC + TPR + ABS

Preço:

€ 30.50

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Camping lamp
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